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THE SCALE CONNECT 
 

My SCALE Connect was a mixture of a good and bad experience. The accommodation 
was perfect. I enjoyed the breakfast time as it allowed me to bond with other MIT 
SCALE students from different countries and diversified backgrounds. 
 

The first day at SCALE CONNECT started with an ice-breaking session. We 
were all split up in different group activities and the Shark Tank competition. I learned a 
lot through this competition. The objective was to use our supply chain knowledge and 
innovative thinking to solve real-life supply chain challenges. Our team met a couple of 
times during the long weekend holiday to compile our presentations while we also got to 
know each other better. 
 
Python:  
 
Python was the most challenging course in SCALE CONNECT, but Dr. Sergio 
explained the subject so well. I was able to understand the coding and enjoyed the 
session. 
 
Industrial tours:  
 
Walgreens tour was an eye-opener experience. Their Distribution Centre was 
automated, and they implemented fair-hiring initiatives to people who self-identified as a 
person with a disability. We were very honored to meet the founder of 6 River systems 
to understand more about their company history and the advantages of their 
collaborative robot. 
 
The Research Expo was a well-organized event. We had the opportunity to discuss our 
thesis with supply chain professionals, professors, and industry experts. I heard 
feedback from them that one of the blockchain startups even requesting us to join their 
team. I enjoyed every moment at Research Expo. 
 



 

 
 
3 Positive key highlights  
 

1. Leadership workshops series were instrumental. Diane Darling was one of my 
favorite speakers. Her networking diagram of "How to Work a room" helped 
people who felt uncomfortable with small talks and starting a conversation. The 
main reason people don't like to network was that they felt intimidated by 
strangers, and they don't know what to say. I hope Diane Darling can come to 
MISI. 

2. Networking events are beneficial to build relationships with people and get 
connected to more resources. 

3. Behavioral interview encouraged us to become a storyteller and get comfortable 
to talk about ourself, especially on our strengths and weaknesses. It was an 
exciting session for part-time students who are looking for career advancement. 

 
 

 
 



 

Quote: “The Research Expo was a well-organized event. We had the opportunity to 
discuss our thesis with supply chain professionals, professors, and industry experts. I 
heard feedback from them that one of the blockchain startups even requesting us to join 
their team. I enjoyed every moment at Research Expo.  


